CONSTRUCTION ALERT

Low Temperature Hot Water (LTHW) Phase 3C

1/26/2024

BACKGROUND:
• The Low Temperature Hot Water (LTHW) Conversion Project will be removing steam service from several buildings and providing LTHW as the means of heat.
• Steam and condensate piping in tunnels located east of Brown College down to Emmet Street and along Emmet Street toward Mem Gym has been removed and replaced with LTHW utility piping.

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
• The project team will be installing a temporary electric heater to supplement heat to the wrestling room in Mem Gym.
• To adequately supply power to the temporary unit there is a need to draw power from the transformer across the back alley of Mem Gym.
• The power lines to the heater will be installed in traffic rated ramps to cross the alley on 1/26/2024. Traffic and parking in the area will not be interrupted, this alert serves as notification of the use of the temporary ramps.

ISSUED BY:
• Dustin Watson, UVA, FM- CC&R, dmw9w@virginia.edu, 434.906.6903